
The Husky and His White Cat 
Shizun: Erha He Ta De Bai 
Mao Shizun (Novel)
Massacring his way to the top to become emperor of 
the cultivation world, Mo Ran’s cruel reign left him with 
little satisfaction. Now, upon suffering his greatest loss, 
he takes his own life...
 
To his surprise, Mo Ran awakens in his own body at 
age sixteen, years before he ever began his bloody 
conquests. Now, as a novice disciple at the cultivation 
sect known as Sisheng Peak, Mo Ran has a second 
chance at life. This time, he vows that he will attain the 
gratification that eluded him in his last life: the overly 
righteous shall fall, and none will dare treat him like a 
dog ever again! His furious passion burns most fiercely 
for his shizun, Chu Wanning, the beautiful yet cold 
cultivation teacher who maintains a cat-like aloofness in 
his  presence. Yet despite Mo Ran’s shameless pursuit 
of his own goals, he begins to question his previously 
held beliefs, and wonders if there could be more to his 
teacher–and his own feelings–than he ever realized.

Also known as Also known as 2ha2ha, the wildly popular danmei/Boys’ Love , the wildly popular danmei/Boys’ Love 
novel series that inspired a multimedia franchise!novel series that inspired a multimedia franchise!

BLOCKBUSTER GLOBAL FRANCHISE: 
The Husky and his White Cat Shizun—known best by its 
shortened name, 2ha (“Erha”)—has a large global fan 
following eagerly awaiting official English editions. These 
are Seven Seas’ top-requested danmei novels after our 
publication of the Mo Xiang Tong Xiu novels.

ENGLISH DEBUT OF UNCENSORED NOVELS: 
This is the first official English release of the original novel 
series, including all the romantic and sexual content and 
bonus chapters often censored in serialization.

EXCLUSIVE ART, FAN OUTREACH: 
Each volume will feature translations and exclusive artwork 
by prominent contributors to Western danmei fandom.
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DELUXE PAPERBACK EDITION: 
This large-trim prose novel will include 8 to 12 black and 
white illustrations, 4 color pages, character and term 
glossaries, and a beautiful cover with French flaps and 
special effects.

MULTIMEDIA FRANCHISE: 
This series inspired a comic adaptation, a video game 
tie-in, and a live-action drama series titled Immortality 
(Hao Yi Xing) that has completed filming and is currently 
awaiting release.

SERIES INFO: 
Series is complete at 10-12 volumes (of 400+ pages 
each), with a planned pub every 3-4 months.

KEY SELLING POINTS


